
CASE STUDY – MALWAREBYTES ENDPOINT PROTECTION AND RESPONSE

Challenges
With a busy team of two managing IT operations across two sites, it’s 
essential that the E-Gads! endpoint security is running smoothly. Jonathan 
Capps, E-Gads! IT Support Specialist, could see that the company’s 
traditional anti-virus product from Trend Micro was hogging a lot of 
resources on users’ PCs and was not consistently running scans to keep 
the company protected.

 ▶ Traditional, reactive anti-virus was ineffective at consistently 
scanning endpoints and protecting the company against advanced 
cyber threats.

 ▶ Existing security product was hogging valuable server and end-user 
resources, slowing down employee work.

 ▶ Remediation was time-consuming and was placing an excessive 
burden on the company’s tight IT resources.

When the company’s Trend Micro license came up for renewal, E-Gads! 
knew it was time for a replacement. The IT team sought out a trusted 
brand to provide the company with endpoint protection and remediation 
that is highly effective and lightweight on system resources.

Reasons for Choosing Malwarebytes
Throughout their extensive careers, Capps and his boss have gained a lot 
of experience with Malwarebytes. “It has never failed us, so Malwarebytes 
was our solution-of-choice,” said Capps. They selected Malwarebytes for 
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the following reasons:

 ▶ Trusted brand: Strong industry reputation of excellence in endpoint protection with trusted help from 
Malwarebytes’ free remediation tool.

 ▶ Effective Protection: Multi-layered protection with artificial intelligence and machine learning that delivers 
effective protection for the company’s endpoints.

 ▶ Simple Remediation: Automated and through remediation from the Malwarebytes Linking Engine streamlines 
and simplifies endpoint remediation efforts.

 ▶ Lightweight Agent: Malwarebytes uses minimal processing power to run invisibly in the background without 
impacting employee activity on the endpoint.

How Malwarebytes Solved the Problem
With Malwarebytes’ deployment tool, e-gads! completed their full deployment in one day. Capps ran the  
overnight scan, and, the next day, Malwarebytes had detected and completely cleaned the network of 
approximately 3,000 detections.

 ▶ Detected 3,000 infections in company-wide endpoints that the previous solution missed.

 ▶ Immediately protected the company from an exploit when an employee downloaded an infected PDF file.

 ▶ Remediation effectively cleaned up the endpoints from PUPs, PUMs, spyware, and unwanted toolbar add-ins.

 ▶ Gained 100% visibility across all endpoints with cloud-based platform dashboard.
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Malwarebytes is a cybersecurity company that millions worldwide trust. Malwarebytes proactively protects people and businesses against 
malicious threats, including ransomware, that traditional antivirus solutions miss. The company’s flagship product uses signature-less 
technologies to detect and stop a cyberattack before damage occurs. Learn more at www.malwarebytes.com.
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